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August 8, 2019 5 min. Read the opinions expressed by entrepreneurs investors are their own. As entrepreneurs, we are all asked at one point if we will provide our services for free. This usually happens at the request of a non-profit organization or other entrepreneur in the name of



exposure. They often promise to establish key links and opportunities for future business. So how do you decide when to say no? The first step in working for exposure without exposing is to set clear boundaries, and here are four keys to doing just that.1 Eat your worth. Given the fact that
most people appreciate what they pay, does that mean that working for free can put you in a lower position? You don't have to. There may be good reason to say yes to such an opportunity, whether it's to build your portfolio, raise brand awareness or just have a positive impact on the cause
you believe in. The solution is to create a system process. My mission is to support women in starting and growing their business, and I am often asked to talk about this... Free. One way to create boundaries and establish your value is by putting each request through the same process,
whether it is a paid offer or donated. You may have heard the saying: There is an app for this, but there must also be a saying: There is a form for this. I actually created such a form to collect details about the event (place, conversation length, number and profile of the participants, etc.) that
also outlines speaking fees, clearly stated in black and white. Below these fees is an open field that allows the applicant to publish his case on why they would like me to waive my fees. Then I can decide to accept or refuse the request. Don't get me wrong; I often speak for free at
universities and for small nonprofits, but at least they know the value of what they get. You'll be surprised how requiring people to fill out a form reduces the number of out-of-work requests you receive. Related: How I funded my startup by working for free2. Plan ahead to give back. Being a
business owner means juggling many responsibilities and decisions. It is estimated that the average person makes 35,000 decisions a day. Decision fatigue is the real thing! When performing your annual strategic planning, include how much of your time and mean that you want to
contribute to the causes that you love. Consider providing a percentage of total work, hours per month, or number of times per year. Every year, San Dieg-based Office of Awesome provides one decent nonprofit with free brand architecture, costing $30,000. They call it a great brand search.
Organizations that The competition itself must have a viable business model, commitment to provide value to its customers and the ability to execute on a strategy to grow their brand. The company uses a panel of experts to help select a winning organization that receives an overview of its
business model, product line, positioning and marketing. This is a win-win situation because the organization receives significant support, and Office Awesome has an incredible story to tell future customers.3 Find an online solution. When someone asks you to support their organization by
giving your time or talent, don't be afraid to give a little leg back to them. Many coworking spaces receive requests to donate free memberships to support the organization's silent auction fundraising efforts. We filter all our requests through an amazing platform called DonationMatch.com,
which not only checks the status of the organization 501c3, but also creates a printed gift certificate, which the non-profit organization can download instantly. We don't have to do anything! Related: Pros and cons of work for equity4. Create your gifting mission. Most businesses understand
the importance of mission and vision statement as a guiding force for their company and brand. Have you considered your gifting mission, which tells the world how you give? Ours is posted on our community page and sends requests to the area so organizations can determine if our
missions are the same. It frees you from being a bad guy. You can simply say: We have decided to give to organizations that are consistent with our mission of providing. I also recommend including a link to a form in which organizations can apply; again, create a process around it. Finally,
we give the non-profit we decided to support the additional exposure by listing them on our website. While it may feel good to say yes to requests for help, overexertion means fewer of us to give to our paid customers. By planning in advance, creating orderly processes and using
technology, you will be empowered as a business owner to really make a difference in the causes you believe in. Sweaty hands and skin oils help dust and dirt bind to keys, and frequently used notes are particularly vulnerable; Their polished surfaces wear out, making it easy for the dirt to
enter their pores. Washing your hands before a game is a great turnkey, but there is no sure way to completely avoid dim keys. Fortunately, there are some tricks to restore their luster. To clean the piano keys, use the following tips, but remember: playing with clean hands can future
headaches. Avoid store-bought chemicals or polishing furniture. They are too abrasive and can lead to grainy textures and discoloration. Use soft soap diluted with filtered water. Always use soft soft Such as gauze, flannel or chamomile; Avoid paper towels at all costs. The fabrics should
only be slightly soaked, and the keys should be wiped to you. Wiping from side to side can allow moisture to seep between the keys and cause damage. Peel one octave at a time, and dry just before moving to the next octave. Avoid colored tissues that can bleed when moisturized. Colors
can easily be transferred to white keys, causing discoloration, which is very difficult to fix. Always use individual fabrics on black keys, or simply clean them at the last minute. Paint made of black keys or invisible dirt can be moved to ivory. Disinfection of piano keys is a must during the cold
and flu season, especially if you share an instrument. Use the following tips for disinfecting piano keys: Never use popular disinfectants to spray on piano keys. They destroy the texture, allowing further damage, and can be carried through the air to other delicate parts or surfaces. Disinfect
the keys with a solution consisting of 3 parts of filtered water up to 1 part white vinegar, using the general cleaning tips mentioned above. Compared to other pieces of furniture, the piano comes through like an indestructible beast. In fact, just the opposite. Cleaning the piano as you clean
the kitchen table - no matter how precious the wood is - can damage the exterior and interior, and irritate the dent in your wallet. If you have a varnish finished piano, learn the right way to polish it. Given the size and complexity of the piano, it may seem easier to assume that everything is in
working order as long as the keys play the melody. But, while it is always a good idea to contact a professional if you suspect damage, it is important to learn how to detect and prevent damage to the piano. Learn the proper humidity and climate for your piano, as well as the best places to
put the piano. Regular tuning is also an important part of piano maintenance. The piano is the least tuned of all stringed instruments. This is partly because the pianos remain in tune for quite some time, and also because most pianists do not customize their own pianos. For these reasons,
many piano owners put away the setting before the bad pitch is heard; and by this point, it could cost you twice as much. Most people are familiar with the advent of piano keys; alternating white and black keys sprawl on the keyboard. When you look closely, have you ever noticed that there
are fewer black piano keys than white piano keys? To understand the drawing of black keys on the piano, it is important to be familiar with and their sharp and flats. White keys on the piano are notes that are in their natural state. That is, the field is not alternative, such as C or A. When the
note rises half a step, adding a sharp or flat random, a key that often corresponds to a random black key that is half a step away from it its White key. Each note on the piano may have a sharp or flat one, but there are fewer black piano keys than white ones. This means that not every sharp
or flat note is played on a black key. Some sharp shapes, such as B♯ play on a white key because C (B♯) is half a step higher than B.  There are a total of seven notes on a musical scale on which the piano keyboard is based. The concept of a seven-volume scale originated in early music
and was based on a system of modes. Not too technically, understanding a large-scale interval pattern can help you determine when black notes will come in handy. The scale has intervals of whole steps and half steps in a particular pattern. Look at the image above: C doesn't seem to
have a flat because there is no black key directly to the left of it. But C has an apartment, it is simply disguised as B. In major half of the steps falls between B-C and E-F. Since there is already half a step between these notes, adding a black key that lowers the note by half a step would be
unnecessary. The pattern of major scale C is: C (whole step) D (whole step) E (half step) F (whole step) G (whole step) A (whole step) B (half step) C Each large scale follows the same pattern of steps in this sequence: whole - whole - whole - whole - half (W-W-W-W-W-H). In Major C, this
pattern leads to all the white keys. What if you start a large scale on another note, say, D? You will need to use black keys for some of your half steps in the template, particularly F♯ and C♯. Without black piano keys, it would be very difficult for our eyes and fingers to distinguish landmarks
on the piano. Black keys help us, so we can easily find half-step models that regularly play music. Tip: Note B (along with B chords and key signatures) can also be written as C flat. Its name simply depends on the key signature. These notes are examples of enharmonie. enharmony.
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